
Bonita L. Adair
Motif: Elephant (resistance)
Zentangle Art 
9 by 12
"Push the Elephant Out" 
#TakebackCSD

Concerns about what is happening with CSD. The issues were based on the Supt. Viring, the wealth 
community, and CA Dept of Education and goal to diminish DEAF. You could see S. Viring standing 
near dollars signs below. CSD faculties and parents are fighting to push the hidden Elephant in a room 
somewhere OUT. ASL "NO" Handshapes from the Deaf CSD along with the letters, N and O. Deaf 
does not allow it stomp over deaf children's education. Deaf are also trying to push out. Wealth people, 
CDE people and the community near Fremont are expanding and wanting to see LSL. Hopefully, Deaf 
are focus on finding the evidences, faults and set the vortex of all their goals and thinking.

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/takebackcsd
Patricia Durr
Elephant Motif



Arnaud Balard

ENG/FR : 
FLASH INFO : VIDEO 
https://www.facebook.com/Surdism/videos/vb.345665875444/10157383560180445/?
type=2&theater&notif_t=like&notif_id=1471814457372415

Hello !!!!!!!!!!!!!!
New game for you!
Create a title for this artwork. 
The best will be chosen and given to my draw ! 
Let's play together 

https://www.facebook.com/Surdism/videos/vb.345665875444/10157383560180445/?type=2&theater&notif_t=like&notif_id=1471814457372415
https://www.facebook.com/Surdism/videos/vb.345665875444/10157383560180445/?type=2&theater&notif_t=like&notif_id=1471814457372415


David Call
LSL The New Improved Polished Elephant Turd! 
9x11 Bristol paper. Prismacolor/ink.
Elephant motif. 

AGBell's lame ass attempt at rebranding oralism as new improved Listening and Spoken Language. 
Essentially it is just a polished elephant turd that everyone is trying to avoid talking about. Hey! It's 
new improved flavor that you should try!!!



Patti Durr
Ignore Neglect Wither
Charcoal on paper
9 x 12
#DeVIAanimalmotif #DeVIAelephant 
Close up view of two elephant feet. One foot pins down the CSD logo bird (Learn Experience Thrive) 
and the other foot is raised and about to stomp down in the bird 
- the elephant represents oralism and here racism. The CSD logo represents how the CSD communities 
have by and large ignore the elephant in the room of racism with the offensive and unjust Tilden statue 
on campus and issues of the 2nd wave of Oralism sweeping the land and robbing Deaf schools of Deaf 
students until the wash out of the mainstream and are dumped at CSD s door step many years after 
language and cultural deprivation have their impact 
This art work is not to let The supt of CSD off the hook - there are real room for improvement but it is 
to call attention to how many in the Bay Area claimed neutrality about the statue or even defended it 
and how seeking to out one person will not bring about the needed systematic change desired 
I support peaceful protest. I must come from a place of soul force truth force or it is tainted and not 
restorative or just good and right

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviaelephant
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviaanimalmotif


Kathy Fisher-Abraham
ELEPHANT motif (R)
"NO Hands-offs"

Sketch mixed media paper, 9x12, watercolor pencils and sharpie

Elephants are pissed off when people say ," I hand off and it is not my problem. Let Political Parties 
handle it. Let Cops take care of it. Let Deaf Education Program ADm. handle it. not our problem." 
NO , please get involved and offer your helping hands or Elephants will take your hands off.. OUCH. 
Examples are deaf people who lost their house due to flood, etc or Deaf Employees are struggling or 
not happy with how their school is running etc.



Jerry Grant
Elephant motif, Resistance

"Repression Creates Artivist", by Dawah (Jerry Grant) 2016

Sharpie Oil and Sharpie Metallic markers on 8-1/2"x11" Black paper

Elephant Trunk represents repression.
Elephant trunk is attacking hand and tears off finger. Hand with finger removed makes De'VIA sign.



Takiyah Harris
"Surdism elephant carries the eyeball to the world".
Resistance
16x16
Collage art
2016



Hinda Kasher
Elephant Motif
"Community Accountability"
Markers

#DeVIAanimalchallenge
#takebackCSD

This drawing shows the landscape of the front entrance at Gallaudet University. Three elephants in the 
campus are walking toward to their exit, our view of the entrance. If we build a strong community 
accountability, enough to be the best model for all deaf schools, then I believe CSDF's serious issues 
would be taken care of! Gallaudet can make a huge difference in our communities

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/takebackcsd
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/deviaanimalchallenge


Laurie Rose Monahan
elephant motif, R
"Audism Follow Everywhere"
Photoshop



Paul Scearce
Motif: Elephant
Media: Photoshop
"Elephant In The Room"

Elephant in the room called "Audism" is too large to ignore. What is audism? A simple definition 
would be that it is a negative or oppressive attitude towards Deaf people by either Deaf or hearing 
people and organizations, and a failure to accommodate them. Also "Elephant in the room" is an 
English metaphorical idiom for an obvious truth that is going unaddressed. The idiomatic expression 
also applies to an obvious problem or risk no one wants to discuss.



Storme Ren Heidi
9x11 mixed media on charcoal paper
coming for ya!
the Deaf bees have come together to chase off the elephant who continues to come into their territory. 
they have him on the run!


